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Burberry has  taken over Saks ' windows  for its  Monogram collection. Image courtesy of Burberry

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from May 24:

Audi aims to lead sustainable premium mobility through transformation

German automaker Audi is putting the focus on carbon neutrality through greater efforts surrounding electric cars
and ownership alternatives.

Click here to read the entire article

Safilo focuses on wholesale business with Solstice sale

Eyewear maker Safilo is selling its U.S.-based Solstice retail business to Fairway LLC.

Click here to read the entire article

Burberry brings Monogram collection to Saks with takeover

British fashion house Burberry is teaming up with department store chain Saks Fifth Avenue to celebrate the launch
of its heritage-focused Monogram collection.

Click here to read the entire article

Giambattista Valli brings couture perspective to more consumers with H&M

French couture house Giambattista Valli is  the latest luxury label to collaborate with fast-fashion retailer H&M,
bringing its designs to a broader audience.

Click here to read the entire article

Theresa May resigns as prime minister amid Brexit struggles
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Following difficulties to get a Brexit deal passed in Parliament, Theresa May is stepping down as prime minister of
the United Kingdom.

Click here to read the entire article

Este Lauder hopes to combat deforestation in Indonesia

Beauty group Este Lauder is supporting sustainability in production, with a partnership to promote palm oil and palm
derivatives.

Click here to read the entire article
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